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BEAN STOOL 45CM

Material: Powder coated steel. Vanished ash timber
seat
Finish: Frosted matte
Suitability: Internal
Weight: 4kg
Stackable: Yes
Warranty: 1 year

Dimensions

              

46cm   40cm   46cm

 

Colours and Finishes
Matt black
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime Stock

 

The Bean Stool was used at Bistro Morgan. Learn more about the project >

When it comes to maximising your floor space, nothing does it better than a bar stool. Tucked beneath a table or counter,
they can fit into small spaces and tight corners where it would be difficult to place a chair. The small Bean stool is neat,
compact, and perfectly proportioned. Made from steel and powder coated in black, it’s lightweight but reassuringly
strong and sturdy.

 

https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/stacking/no/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/leadtime/stock/
http://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Bistromorgan-201701-FULL-29.jpg
http://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/project/bistro-morgan/
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Solid and reliable

If you’re after a stool minus ‘bells and whistles’ then look no further than the Bean stool. A recent addition to our range,
it’s already proving popular with our customers. Boasting clean cut, minimalistic lines, an integrated footrest and a
natural timber seat, it’s certainly not pretentious. What it is, however, is a solid, reliable stool that is designed to
withstand frequent daily use and requires the minimum of maintenance. All it takes to remove any sticky marks or dust is
a wipe with a damp cloth, so cleaning really is a breeze.

 

Traditional or modern

This stool is all about practicality and function rather than designer looks. Being light in weight it’s very portable and can
be moved easily from one place to another to suit your needs. It also stacks so in the event that you need to store your
stools away, then they’ll easily fit into a small cupboard or corner. When it comes to styling then this simple stool would
slot effortlessly into most traditional and modern environments. Being made from steel, it naturally fits well into an
industrial theme and could be sat beneath a gleaming black counter as well as around modern chrome tables. It would
also work well in a monochrome design and could be paired with black or white café tables. Finally, this stool is simple
enough to be placed around an old oak barrel for a truly rustic look.

Featured at YOMG Mordialloc
More info > 

https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/project/yomg-mordialloc/
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Material: Powder coated steel. Vanished ash timber seat
Finish: Frosted matte
Suitability: Internal
Weight: 4kg
Stackable: Yes
Warranty: 1 year

Dimensions

              

46cm   40cm   46cm

 

Colours and Finishes
Matt black
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